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MappingTongass Forest Assets

The Tongass National Forest is valuable for more
than old growth timber clear-cutting: it's the source
ofnear limitless value to residents and visitors alike,
ifused sustainably. Energy production, recreation,
tourism, hunting, fishing, education & subsistence
resources all rely on the continued health of the

Tongass in order to continue bringing thousands of
dollars and hundreds of jobs to Sitka.

Bear Capital

The city of Sitka on Baranof Island is

located in the heart of the Tongass National

Forest, the last remaining intact coastal

temperate rainforests in the world. Baranof,

along with neighboring Admiralty and

Chichagof Islands (the ABC Islands), is home

to one of the highest concentrations of brown

bears in the world. At approximately one bear

per square mile, there are more bears living on

Game Management Unit 4: 3,793,034 acres

FallHunt: avg. 254 permits

SpringHunt: avg. 445 permits

"Shooting a bear is so small a part ofwhy
people come to hunt in Alaska. They come for
the wilderness experience: being out in a
place where the land hasn't been significantly
altered. The bear is just the icing on the
cake. " -Bert Stromquist

local bear hunting guide

Above:Bear guide Brad Dennison's boat the "Bear"

Right: Bears are a common site, especially along salmon streams
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the ABC Islands than the entirety of the lower 48

states. This robust population of bears attracts

hundreds ofAlaskan residents and nonresidents to

participate in the fall and spring bear hunts each

year. Taking a bear is a small part ofwhat attracts

people to bear hunting the ABC islands - it's the

wild landscape and experience that sets the Tongass

apart.

Big Bears & Big Country

Game Management Unit 4 encompasses the ABC

Islands. Each year, about 700 bear registration

permits are issued for Unit 4. About 200 of those

permits are issued to nonresidents ofAlaska. Unlike

resident hunters, nonresident hunters are required to

hire an Alaska-licensed guide to hunt brown bear.

The majority of these guides are residents ofAlaska,

including Sitka. Typically, the cost of hiring a bear

hunting guide ranges between $16,000 to $20,000.

Although around 700 permits are issued yearly for

the Unit 4 bear hunt, actual bear mortality is less.

On average, nonresident bear hunters have a success

rate of about 62%; resident hunters have a success

rate of about 23%.

The thriving bear population on the ABC Islands

is a reflection of the quality of their habitat and

food. It's no surprise that some of the best areas to

see bears are also areas with healthy and robust

salmon streams.

Bear Hunting
by the Numbers

RESIDENTS - Estimated
Annual Revenue

Permits Issued Annually

Locking tags ($25)

Hunting License ($25)

Total Revenue

NONRESIDENTS -
Estimated Annual Revenue

Permits Issued Annually

Locking Tags ($500)

Hunting License ($85)

Guide Cost (low end - $16,000)

Guide Cost (high end - $20,000)

Total Revenue (low end)
Total Revenue (high end)

500

$12,500

$12,500

$25,000

200

$100,000

$17,000

$3,200,000

$4,000,000

$3,317,000
$4,117,000

The "ABC" Islands are home to one of the highest concentrations
of brown bears in the world: ~1 bear/square mile.

Resident permit holders often use them only in 'defense of l ife & property'
circumstances, lowering the "success" rate.




